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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option A
B. Option C
C. Option D
D. Option B
Answer: B
Explanation:
* Blob Leases allow you to claim ownership to a Blob. Once you
have the lease you can then update the Blob or delete the Blob
without worrying about another process changing it underneath
you. When a Blob is leased, other processes can still read it,
but any attempt to update it will fail. You can update Blobs
without taking a lease first, but you do run the chance of
another process also attempting to modify it at the same time.
* You can opt to use either optimistic or pessimistic

concurrency models to manage access to blobs and containers in
the blob service.
Reference:
http://justazure.com/azure-blob-storage-part-8-blob-leases/
http://www.azurefromthetrenches.com/?p=1371

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your company has an Exchange Server 2016 organization.
You plan to allow several users to access the mailboxes of the
other group.
You need to ensure that a user named User1 can read and delete
the email messages in the mailbox of a user named User2. User1
must add the mailbox of User2 manually to the Microsoft Outlook
profile.
What command should you run? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements are true regarding task assignments?
Select two.
A. A Team Filter Service can be used to dynamically configure
the members of the team that is assigned to the task.
B. Tasks assigned to "Lane", "Team" or the deprecated task
assignment options can be viewed in the Team Performance
dashboard.
C. A process variable is required in the "Team Filter Service
Input Mapping" to receive the dynamic team that is returned by
the TeamFilter Service.
D. To assign a team of subject matter experts, select a team
for the "Experts Team"option.
E. When Assign To is set to "Team" the team that is assigned to
the swimlane in the BPD will receive the task at runtime.
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
Complete the statement. A security profile can block or allow
traffic.
A. after it is evaluated by a security policy that allows
traffic
B. on unknown-tcp or unknown-udp traffic
C. after it is evaluated by a security policy that allows or

blocks traffic
D. before it is evaluated by a security policy
Answer: A
Explanation:
Security profiles are not used in the match criteria of a
traffic flow. The security profile is applied to scan traffic
after the application or category is allowed by the security
policy.
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